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Abstract.   Contribution is focused on the development of interoperability C4IS 
in Multilateral Interoperability Program (MIP). In introduction describes the 
condition of use C4IS s, understanding of the basic principles of NCO (Network 
Centric Operations) for building NEC in Armed Forces. Briefly informs on MIP 
program, about  solution the international interoperability of information 
systems command and control (C4IS) at all levels with aim to support 
multinational operations in an international environment. Contribution is 
focused on the use of MIP solution on level of brigade and battalion and 
solutions of interoperability for C4IS on tactical level (platoon, squad) in 
mobile platform at international environment for commitment units. Shows a 
view of to create of a systematic approach to the development and use of C4IS 
for the application of NEC requirements for achieving the medium-term and 
long-term objectives in the Armed Forces. 
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INTRODUCTION   

The long-term strategic objective of Slovak republic is to build 
relatively small, adequately equipped and well-trained armed forces 
capable of contributing to the whole spectrum of roles and missions of 
NATO and the EU. Development objectives of the Slovak Armed 
Forces are in particular: increasing the level of usability and operational 
readiness, improve system of command and control, ability to achieve 
the use of modern communication and information technologies, 
readiness for operations conducted at a high pace and against enemy 
employing a asymmetric strategy and tactics. 

One important objective is to find solutions for interoperability 
data exchange of  between tactical command and control systems, so 
that the common coalition forces could operate as a synchronized team. 
To achieve this state is necessary the same understanding of the 
situation and understanding between commanders. Multilateral 
Interoperability Program (MIP) is an organization for interoperability, 
of makers of national C4IS systems,  to the sharing of important 
information in a multinational coalition environment. MIP is 
developing a set of rules (standards) which, when implemented in a 
given country provide the required capabilities in the area of the 
interoperability. An important factor is that the MIP does not control 
how individual countries develop their own systems C4IS. 



Multilateral Interoperability Program- MIP � Past, Present and F
uture 

Contribution of MIP to this final situation are accurate and 
relevant informations by using the information exchange mechanisms 
IEM (Information Exchange Mechanism). MIP will happens one of the 
factors contributing to the implementation of NEC (Network Enabled 
Capabilities). 
MIP solution enables you to share picture of the situation, plans and 
orders, NBC, the message about the dangers. MIP solution enables the 
exchange of information between two C4IS and allows users to these 
C4IS decide which information is exchanged, to whom directed and in 
which time. Core of the solution is the a common interface and 
exchange mechanisms. 

The common interface is JC3IEDM (Joint C3 Information 
Exchange Data Model), which defines the information that 
commanders need to exchange (function ensuring displaying 
information is not a matter MIP). MIP specification allows users 
national C4IS to decide about information's flows. Which informations, 
to whom, when and through what means of communication will be 
distributed. Currently the MIP  is only one implemented solution, 
which enables data exchange and interoperability in a broad 
multinational of range. 

The objective of MIP is to achieve international interoperability 
of information systems command and control (C4IS) at all levels from 
corps to battalion, or to the lowest appropriate level, in order to support 
multinational and allied operations and support development of 
digitization in the international environment. 

MIP program focuses on the interoperability of command and 
control systems, which includes a view of ground forces to the 
combined arms operations, encourages participation from the air force, 
navy and other organizations and crisis management. MIP regulations  
and standards are  based on the operational requirements of troops, 
based on the doctrines of conducting operations. MIP guarantees the 
quality of national C4IS through operational and technical testing in 
multinational environment. 

 



 
 
Fig. 1.  MIP –  solution interoperability of C4I systems  in net-centric environment (network-
oriented environment - NEC) which are focused on operational users in a common 
environment. 

Core of  MIP solutions for data transfer is a model for data 
exchange IEDM (Information Exchange Data Model). For each block 
was a different model. Currently is valid JC3IEDM (Joint Consultation, 
Command & Control IEDM) approved in NATO STANAG - 5525 
(valid for BL 3.0 and BL 3.1). Data exchange mechanisms (DEM) is a 
mechanism that automatically transmits data. When an application in 
C4IS changed of status information intended for transmission, the 
information is automatically replicated mechanism DEM to all C4IS a 
cooperating to enable the exchange of information through the 
Operation menu information groups - (OIGs) and its confirmation. 
Opertional Informations Group (OIGs) are the information grouped and 
distributed automatically in accordance with the rules of MIP. 
Predefined OIGs provides for operational users  options to management 
and control of information on the battlefield through clear information 
containers in which information can be added or removed. 
Responsibility for content management OIG is left to the user. It is 
important that users understand what information is expected at that - 
which OIG. Predefined naming OIGs user is prompted to place any 
information into the correct OIG. 

 



STANAG - 5525 - BL 3.1 MIP SOLUTION: 

Based C4IS MIP deployment in Afghanistan in late 2010 (USA, 
CAN) was solved the operational requirements for the treatment MIP 
solutions BL 3.0 and the addition of: IED (Improvised Explosive 
Device, Large Bulk, Irregular Actor, Operational Comments, plowing / 
TasOrg. After completion and approval of new solutions MIP BL 3.1, 
some countries have taken a decision not to implement in their C4IS 
MIP BL 3.0, but directly MIP BL 3.1, some countries have already 
partially implemented MIP BL 3.0 respectively. still use MIP BL 2.0 
develop and implement conversion tools between: BL 3.1 and BL 3.0, 
resp. BL 3.1 and BL 2.0 BL.   

Based on the conclusions of the meeting MIP Steering Group 
(MSG-16) the future direction of the MIP program are aimed at  
improving the procedures and guidelines for MIP BL 3.1 and testing 
'Alternate Method Development and Exchange' (ADEM) using an 
existing solution capabilities MIP BL . 3.1 and  the use of alternative 
exchange technologies and reuse JC3IEDM components, with using a 
modular, incremental approach. The aim is also  deployment C4IS in 
future crisis management operations (according to STANAG 5525 - 
MIP BL 3.1) and, where the deployment of different versions (MIP BL 
2.0 respectively. 3.0 BL) will be the responsibility of the country to be 
compatible with SDS 3.1 (solve mapping).  

 

STANAG - 5525 and STANAG 4677 and MIP SOLUTION BL 3.1  

Level of interoperability through the exchange of information 
between systems C4IS different levels of command is solved in 
STANAG 5525 using wild-data model JC3IEDM. At the level of 
interoperability soldier is solved implementing STANAG 4677 - (DSS 
C4 interoperability) Dismounted Soldier SYSTEMS STANDARDS 
AND PROTOCOLS FOR COMMAND, CONTROL, 
COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPUTERS (C4) interoperability with 
JDSSDM model as a subset JC3IEDM. The border units will work 
together in an interoperable network in Operation. DSS in individual 
national systems must be equipped least one soldier with at 
interoperable radio and C4IS subsystem that is identified as a coalition 



"Gateway". GATEWAY device must provide the opportunity to work 
with a variety of different types of radios. As an example, In the 
operations will border interoperable units work together in an 
interoperable network. Only after the information will be transmitted to 
national system C4IS.  
 

 
Fig. 2.  Description - Joint Dismounted Soldier System Data Model (JDSSDM). JDSSDM is 
designed for information exchange in DSS systems using eXtensible Mark-up Language 
(XML). JDSSDM is fully compatible with the Joint Command Control and Consultation 
Information Exchange Data Model (JC3IEDM). 

This approach has a number of advantages. Minimizes 
requirements for radio equipment and HW only to the selected soldiers, 
reducing the amount of training and support facilities. Interoperability 
protocol can be easily implemented on any device connected to each 
national C4 sub-system. Interoperability protocol is based on open-
approved standards (eXtensible Markup Language (XML), JC3IEDM) 
that promote rapid, open development and reuse. In the coalition 
interoperable network is simple addressing of messages. The fact that 
the nations receiving multicast messages,  coalition addresses are 
remaining independent at address of the national systems. This 
significantly reduces the cost of network management and network 
load. 

Currently problem  is solving a direct communication  of  
system C4IS on  the mobile platform (in combat vehicle), or the soldier 
DSS and  its link to C4IS in transnational operations, or for allocation 
units at the level of company, platoon to operate in coalition operations. 



One of the solution is the application of an integrated environment of 
MIP GW at level of the company, platoon and  squad, to enable direct 
communication applications in mobile tactical C4IS by the standard 
MIP 3.x.. 

 
In the SW is realized implementation data model JC3IEDM by 

MIP BL-3.x as a model for the data management system for mobile 
C4IS and ensure full compatibility of data according to the standard 
MIP 3.x.. In the SW is implemented user interface with JC3IEDM for 
the mobile station C4IS and is implemented MIP-DEM module for data 
exchange on tactical level  of company, platoon and squad: 
- Creating objects / units 
- Creating of organizational structures, 
- Creating of plans and orders, 
- Display of Tactical drawings, 
- Editing state, 
- Transmision of positions own and foreign units (OIG, NFFI, BFT) 

 
This solution allows in the mentioned software applications to 

implement in OIGs  exchange and display information obtained from 
the technical solutions of  survey, measuring positions of targets, to 
solve the identification of objectives and identification of own / foreign.  
This solution was tested against MTRS and CHE in Greding (MIP) and 
presented in 2012 in Brussels with the U.S., CAN, DE, NLD, NOR - 
implementation of STANAG 4677 (Dismounted Soldier). 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.    System providing situational awareness for commanders 



 
 
Fig. 4.  Common Operational Picture – 3D wiew in command centre    

Conclusion: 

Possible solutions interoperability of data exchange between 
tactical information systems are currently defined in the specifications 
for coalition command and control interoperability. Testing the national  
implementations according to specifications MIP  provides by NATO 
harmonization in the field of data processing. Solutions interoperability  
and data exchange between tactical information systems and 
implementing of C4IS must be part of the development of a Future 
Mission Network Solutions (FMN). STANAG 5525 is now standard in 
NATO interoperability and  data exchange a basis for MIP Information 
Model (MIM). The aim should be to keep the development program 
MIP in accordance with national interests. 

It is clear that the implementation of network-oriented 
capabilities in SR OS will be based on the objectives of NATO in this 
area. The purpose of building an integrated environment NEC Armed 
Forces  of Slovak republic is to provide a qualitative new information 
capabilities, which include data, information and communication 
technologies and relevant staff that will support the unit and other 
components of the organizational structure of the Ministry of Defence / 
Armed Forces in the performance of tasks and missions. The result 
must be that an integrated environment NEC SR OS must support and 
enable the management of highly agile and adaptable, network-oriented 
operations with the capability for fast response to changes in the 
situation. 
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